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Abstract: This paper deals with application of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) in 
combination wi th a graph search algorithrn A* for purposes of path 
planning for a vehicle in a traffic system with dynarnic changes. In this 
paper a simulation of a parking problem is shown. The term parking 
problem is reserved for searching a suitable parking place and path 
planning. The purpose of this paper is to show possibilities of using FCM 
in a dynamic environment, too. 
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1. Introduction 

Let us consider a situation on a parking place surrounded by lots of shops wi th moving 

cars trying to park on diverse parts to have the shortest distance to a chosen shop or a 

full-autornated production line where individnal workplaces are interconnected by 
robotic cars. 

In both cases path planning is necessary partly to achieve the goal ( shortest distance to a 

shop or achieving giv en workplace) and partly to a void traffic jam or crash. In this 

paper we would líke to focus on using artificial intelligence means as graph search 
algorithms, namely A* algorithm, and Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) for this kind of 

problems and to prove their effectíveness on a parking problem. 

The main objective of this approach is to verify suitability of FCM in their utilization 

for path planning purposes because there are still only very few sources ( e.g. [l O]) for 
doing comparisan this proposed approach to other ones based on FCM. Huge number of 

possihle path planning approaches and specitic proposed experiment also do not enable 

to do mutual comparisen because they take into account diverse aspects of a given 

problem. The main motivation for using FCM is their comprehensibility for a human. 
An overview about path planning methods can be found in [2, 8]. 

At first, we will shortly describe both used means and especially FCM as relatively 

unknown knowledge representation form for fuzzy systems. Then we will characterize 

the parking problem and show necessary modifications of A* algorithm using FCM for 
purposes of estimating search cos t in A*. After that a simulation example wi th dynamic 

traffic will be shown with some coneiuding remarks. 
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2. Description of Used Methods 

In next sections the means from different parts of artificial intelligenec will be 
described. The more kno\vn graph search algorithms represent symbolic approach to 
problem solving, where a problem is described by symbolic relations between notions. 
FCM are a part of computational intelligenec and use numeric expressions to describe 
the meaning of a given notion. It seems to be reasonable to interconnect these two 
approaches to get description power in notions as well as in their mutual relations. 
However, it is necessary to remark that connecting symbolic and numeric (sub
symbolic) means of artificial intelligence is a relatively rare case. Therefore it was one 
arrother reason to explore this alternative. 

2.1. G ra ph Search Algorithm A* 

Let us have a graph consisting of nodes x interconnected by edges. A goal of graph 
search algorithms is to find the shortest way in a graph ( e.g. a graph of a parking place ). 
The general scheme ofthese algorithms can be described as follows [8]: 

l. Insert starting node Xs into a queue Q and denote it as visited. 
2. While Q is not empty do: 
3. Pick out a node x in a way from Q. 
4. If x is a go al node x g then 
5. return SUCCESS and finish the algorithm 
6. else 
7. deterrninc all descendants x' of x (x and x' are connected by edges ). 
8. For aU x' do: 
9. If x' was not yet visited then 
l O. insert x ' in to Q 
11. mark x' as visited 
12. else 
13. determine what to do with x'. 
14. Rcturn FAILURE and finish the algoritbm. 

Based on how the queue Q is sorted, i.e. which order nodes x are picked out in, ~ve can 
define various searching a!gorithms. The fundamental ones there are forward searching 
to breath and to depthas well as their backward modífication. 

Amore sophisticated method how to manipulate with Q is Dijkstra's algorithm [4]. It is 
based on cost calculation of paths. The edges e of the graph are assigned cost values 
l(e). The order of elements x in Q is determined aceording to a cos t function C(x), which 
represents path costs from star1ing node Xs to the node x. C(x) is a summarion of edge 
cos ts l(e) creating the path. In other words, for a descendant node x' we get: 

C(x') = C(x)+l(e), (l) 

w here l(e) is the cos t of the connection from x to i ts descendant x'. Jn accordance to 
values C(x) the sequence of x in Q will be ordered as non-decreasing. In the case of 
repeated visiting a node x' and calculating a lower value C(x ') the what to do function 
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will replace the old cost value by the new one and will initiate a new reordering the 
queue Q (see the line 13). It can be proven ifthere exist some solutions then Dijkstra's 
algorithm will find the optimal one [3]. 

The A* algorithm is an extension of Dijkstra's algorithm wíth the aim to minimíze the 
number of explored nodes. Let us consider a path from Xs to Xg via x. The equation (l) 
can be generalized to a form: 

C(xg) =C( x)+ H(x), (2) 

where C(x) is the cost from Xs to x and H(x) the cost from x to Xg· C(xg) is then a total 
cost from Xs to Xg via x. During searching we can incrementally calculate C(x) but 
usually we do not know the cost of remaining path to the goal in advance. W e can try to 

estimate the value of H(.Y) by a heuristic, i. e. we will get H (x). Againit can be proven 

if we underestimate the value of ll(x) then the A* algorithm will find the optimal path 

(5]. Ofcourse, if the estimation l!(x) equals H(x) then the algorithm will explore the 

rrrinimal number of nodes (minimal computational efforts). The lower estimation the 

greater number of nodes will be explored. If H (x) = O then the A* algoritlnn will 

degenerate to Dijkstra's algorithm. Hence the only functional difference between these 

two approaches is that A* will us e instead of (l) the relation C (X') + If (X') for 

ordering Q. 

2.2. Cognitive Maps 

In general a Cognitive Map (CM) is an oriented graph where its nodes represent notions 
and edges causal relations. Mostly, notions are states or conditions and edges are actions 
or transfer l:l.mctions, which transform a state in a node to another one in another node. 
For instance, we can also rewrite the general scheme of searching algorithms to such a 
form as shown in the fig. l. 

CM is able to describe complex dynamic systems. It is possihle to investigate e.g. 
cycles, collisions, etc. Besides it is possihle to define strengths of relations, too. 
Origirrally they were represented by three values -l, O and l. Another advantage is i ts 
human-friendly knowledge representation and ability to describe various types of 
relations (more detailed e.g. [9]). 

FCM represents an extension of CM and was proposed by Kosko in 1986 [7]. The 
extension is based on strength values that are from an interval [-l; l] as wc ll as the 
nocles can be represented by membership functions. Strengths or rather weights after 
their comhining correspond to rule weights in rule based systems. 
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is empty 

FAILURE 

is a goa! 

SUCCESS 

insert x' what to do 

goto ( goto 

~ mark x' 

Figure J: A CM representing the general scheme of searching algorithms; numbers in 
nodes correspond to line numbers of the scheme. 

T here are two basic fonnal definitions of FCM [l, 13]. Further, the definition by Chen 
[l] will be used where FCM is defined as a 3-tuple: 

FCM = (C,E,a,jJ) (3) 

w here: 
C - finite set of cognitive units (nodes) described by their states 

C= {CpC2 , ... ,C"} 

E - finite set of oriented connections (ed g es) between nod es E = { e11 , e12 , .•• , e""} 
a - mapping a: C~ A on interval [-1; l] 
B - mapping jJ: E~ B on interval [-1; l] 
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In other words, a is a membership function placed in a node and the result is a grade of 

mernbership for values entering such a node. Sirnilarly, P does the sarne but it is placed 
on a connection, í.e. it is its weight represented as a rnernbership function. Further, we 

will use ~ only in forrn of a crisp number. 

For computational representation ofFCM a trausition matrix is used. For an example in 
fíg. 2 it willlook as: 

o -l o -l 

~1 -l o l o 
E= o o o o 

]J o o -l o -l 

o o o o 

Figure 2: An example of FCM with crisp edges. 

Cognitive units arc in each time step in a certain state. Using transitiorr matrix we can 
compute their states for next time step and thus repeatedly for further steps. Sirnilarly as 
for differential equations we can draw phase portraits. To preserve values in prescribed 
lirnits a boundary function L is used, too. So we can compute the states for t+ l as 
follows [1]: 

C(t + 1) =L( C(t).E). (5) 

As seen in fig. 2 FCM are in comparisan to fuzzy rule based systerns their extension. 
Fuzzy rules are totally independent. Their consequents do not have any mutual 
influence, which is possihle only in simpler decision cases. Rule based systerns do not 
enable e.g. creating implication chains or representation of teruporal information. From 
this point of view they are only a very special and restrarned case ofFCM, which can be 

depicted in fíg. 3 comparing a fuzzy rule wi th n inputs x1, ••• ,x"' (one output LU) and its 

redrawing into FCM. Combining strengths ~h ... ,~" we will get the rule weight w. 
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Figure 3: A fuzzy rule with n inputs transforrned to FCM. 

3. Path Phmning in the Parking Problem 

The parking problem puts some limitations on making 
traffic mles and partly by risk of mutual crashes. Therefore heföre 
their modification is necessary to match these restrictions. In 
fiwn perforrned experiments, a traffic simulation 
scheduies (timetables) for each car is very useful for 
solutions. 

3.1. Description of the Parking Problem 

as experience 
computation of time 

almost optimal) 

Under the name parking problem several mutually connected can be considered 
in literature. In this case we take into account the problem of i.e. finding 
a sequcnce of edges leading from the starting positi on to a parking p la ce) to 
the airned (chosen) position. Let us suppose a parking place in 4. There are 
depicted parking boxes (solid drawing) and routes with (dashed drawing). 
Occupied boxes are denoted by X. Further, it is sunounded various shops and 
custorners h-y to park theír cars as close to their chosen as possible. However, 
there is still one fact more it is necessary to take into consideratíon. It is the so-called 
path cos t (the more expensive the !ess suitable ). The 11affic sitnation can be so 
complicated it would be better to park a littie falther than to risk a trattlc jam etc. It 
would be better at first to consider several potential leading to a reasonable 
surrounding of a shop and then to compute their cos ts. After that considering distance of 
a parking box and cost of getting there the best path will be cbosen. This is a typical 
task for each driver conúng to a larger parking place. The aim of this research is to 
propose convenient means for constructing a consultation system, which would be able 
to na viga te drivers in environment of large parking places or trafl:1c systerns of bigger 
downtown areas. 

W e suppose the form of the parking place as well as information of occupied parking 
boxes are known (símply realizable by carnera systems). Such a parking place can be 
transforrned into an oriented evaluated graph because we know lengths of routes and 
will be able to calculate path costs, too (see next section). ln that case the path finding 
and planning problem can be solved as graph search using algorithrns líke A*. 
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3.2. Graph Constructing and Path Planning 

For path planning at least these criteria arc necessary to be taken into account and 
thereby summarizing the path cost: 

• path length, 
• number oftumings (the lessthe better), 
• traff1c cost (waiting). 

Path length and number of turnings on crossings can be calculated from the scheme of a 

parking place very easily but traffic cost requires taking into account traffic rules, 

especially relations between main and minor routes and rules caneerning turnings on 

crossings. From this reason it is necessary to know path plans of other cars, which 
enable to compute waiting. Therefore it is suitable to create a system for traffic 

simulation whose output is a timetable describing on what place and at what time a car 

will be. For a certain time t we can get an overview about cars positions. 

Further, there are still two other limitations - probibition of a backward tuming on a 
crossing and theso-called P-problem (see fig. 5). 
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Figure 4: Example of a parking place wi th some occupied boxes denoted by X with 

allawed routes and crossings (dashed drawing): Si- surrounding shops. 
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Figure 5: Example of a P-problem; crossings are numbered. 

If a car is moving from node l to 2 then it will be probibited directly to tum back, i. e. to 
move 2--l>l. However, the algorithm will expand the node 2 (x) to nodes 3, 5 and also 
l (x'). Therefore, it is necessary to insert into the line 7 a condition for expanding nocles 
x': if x' is dif.ferentfrom the ancestor of x. 

Usual reasoning how to construct a search graph of the parking placc is to use crossings 
as nodes and rontes as íts However, the P-problem causes the algorithm will 
not be ab le to decide between rontes 1--+2->3 -)4-)5--;.2-;. 1 and 
1---+2->5--;.4-)3--;.2-->1 The algorithm will empty the queue Q and after that it 
will retum failure and finish without a path. To this sitnation crossings 
( fig. 4) will not be regarded as nodes of lhe graph but routes. ln o ur case in fi g. 4 th ere 
are 44 routes ( edges) so the graph will have 44 nodes and their edges will represent 
applications of traffic rules between given nodes. In other edges of such a 
modified graph will represent traffíc restraints or conditions for from one node 
to the other one. Path costs will serve as edge evaluations. 

All three mentioned criteria are defined on diverse dimensions. Therefore, it will be 
necessar-y to merge them into a variable named as path cost. Its values will the 
algorithm in deciding what path will be preíerred. For this purpose a FCM will 
be used (see fig. 6). Weights w1, w 2 and W:< deternline the influence of chosen criteria. A 
user can set up them by his needs. ln such a manner we can modify strategies for choice 
of a parking box depended on variaus circumstances. The output from the node path 
costs is the edge value. 

The system for traffic simulation is quite complicated and some unexpected events may 
occur, which cause change of path plans. However, considering the property of A* in (2) 
that the hypothesis H(x) needs to be underestirnated some additional delays will not 
affect the functionality of A*. Only the resulting path plan needs not be temporally 
optimal because from the mathematical point of view we will get a sub-graph of the 
graph describing real waiting. In lhe worst case we can omit the whole traffic simulation 
system choosing w3=0 in fig. 6, too. Other calculations in this FCM are the same as in 
conventional rule based fuzzy inference systems. 
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Figure 6: FCMfor caleu/ation ofvaluesfor graph edges. 
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Beside path costs also the first (in the introduction) mentioned criterion - distance, i.e. 

eloseness of a parking box is taken into account in the same way as path cost and the 

final result is the suitability of chosen parking box. 

3.3. Traffic Simulation System 

Although the existence of a trafik simulation system is not requisite for the function of 

path planning but it can very significantly optimize found solutions. It serves for 

calculation oftraffic cost, i.e. waiting, which is necessary to continue the chosen path. 

We suppose the path plans of all cars are known. On their base as weil as on the 

infonnation about the parking place form and traffic rules we can constmct the so-called 

temporal-spatial plan for entire traffic, i.e. beside the spatial information (fonn of a 

path) also temporal information ( when and where) will be added. Calculating the 

temporal part represents actually camputation of waiting. For this purpose it is 

necessary to incorparate traffk and crash preventing rules into the calculation 

algorithm, i.e. rules for main and minor roads and probibition to put two cars on the 

same placc at the same time. Finally, it is also necessary to take into account the 

capacities of edges (roads). In such a manner we will campute timetables for each car, 

i.e. we will know where a car will be at a certain time. The set of these timetables 

creates the temporal-spatial plan (see fig. 7). 
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22.04 22.04 22.04 22.03 22.03 22.02 22.01 15.08 
31.06 31.05 31.04 31.03 31.02 31.01 33.08 33.07 
12.04 12.03 12.03 12.02 12.01 25.04 25.03 25.02 
18.05 18.04 18.03 18.02 18.02 18.01 17.05 17.04 

Figure 7: An example of a temporal-spatial plan. 

Harizontal axis represents growing time for each car. The rows are actually timetables 
for individual cars and the column in the time t represents the overall situation on the 
parking place, i. e. the positions of the cars. Items of the plan are encoded car positions, 
e.g. the car v2 will be in the time t on the edge number 15 in its part 4 (15.04). The 
number of parts for a given edge defines its capacity, too. The difference between total 
number of time steps and steps of free (not restricted) movements from a starting point 
to a goal gives the value ofwaiting. 

Figure 8: Structure of the path planning system. 

Traftic simulation requires creating a centralized database, which will contain ali 
timetables and thereby the entire planning system must be centralized. In the fig. 8 we 
can see the overall structure of the path planning system. The three gray shaded blocks 
are algorithmic partsof the planning system. For suitability evaluation a FCM from fig. 
6 is used and waiting is the result of the traffic simulation system. Necessary data for 
evaluation of a chasen parking box (band-shaped block), which initializes the 
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computation, are storedin two databases (grey hatched blocks). The database of parking 

place is static. There are stored geometric data about its form, boxes and paths (roads). 

This database will be changed only if some construction changes are done. The database 

of the temporal-spatial plan is dynarnic and it must be updated every time step when 

new calculations are perfonned. Static and dynamic natures of these data are the main 

reason why they are divided into two distinct databases. Oval blocks describe parts of 

information, which enter or result frommodules of the path planning system. Parking 

boxes that are evaluated are detennined by the eloseness function (fig. 6). The whole 

computational eye! e is initial ized extra for eae h chosen parking box to be evaluated. 

Thereby we will get suitability evaluations for each chosen parking box and that one 

with the best suitability will be definitely offered. 

The overall fi.mction of the path plar1rüng system is following: 

l. At first, it chooses several potential free parking boxes in surroundings of a preferred 

shop (given by the eloseness function). 
2. The suitabiiity of each chosen parking box is computed, i. e.: 

a) The will find optimal paths to these boxes. 

b) Contizming calcula ti on in 6 we will suitability for each of chosen boxes. 

3. The box with the best suitability will be offered. 

4. Finally, the timetab1e of the proposed plan will be inserted into the temporal-

4. 

spatial 

Figure 9: Simulation window of the proposed path planning system 
with elepicted traffic. 
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In [12] a system for path planning based on A* searching and using FCM for evaluating 
edges was proposed (see fig. 9). The figure shows a car ( marked as red), which the path 
is calculated for and a dashed line is the proposed path. The system offers animated 
simulation so it is possihle to observe traffic in every time step. A user has possibility to 
adjust two kínds of parameters: weights w and membership functions. Experiments 
showed it is advantageous to use so many critería as possible. Their higher number 
decreases the number of possihle solutions so the number of expanded nodes and 
computational complexity will be lesser. However, if the criteria are too strict the 
algorithm will try to expand more nodes but without any better result. On contrary, if 
criteria are too weak there is a risk the algorithm will find a solution very quickly but 
not an optimal one. From this reason it is very reasonable to propose a traffic simulation 
system, which would be able at least roughly to simulate trat1ic load and waiting. 

Further part of experiments dealt mainly with setting up the membership function of 
eloseness. lts form and parameters deterrninc the surrounding, which potential parking 
boxes are searched in. It is necessary to set up this range not too strictly because only 
few boxes can be found (extremely none). Experiments validated also the need to take 
into account traffic load. ln many experiments close parking boxes were charged with 
high traffic delays and it was advantageous rather to park on a littie distant place than to 
wait in a long crowd. 

5. Condusions 

The proposed planning system has two main advantages. Firstly, it is possihle easily to 
modify it by customer's efforts. For example, for a disabled customer the criterion of 
eloseness will be much more important than waiting. It is necessary only to cllange 
weights and pmtially some membership functions (first of all the closeness) in FCM. 
Secondly, the system described by FCM is very comprehensive. Relations between 
criteria are clear. It is very easy to add further additional criteria, etc. The system is 
thanks to the condition (2) able to work also with imprecise infommtion about traffic 
delays with satisfactory results (although not optimal). In addition, the total number of 
parameters is small and their setting up is relatively easy and quick, which is a special 
user-friendly aspect of used means. Finally, if the search criteria are properly set up then 
the A* will enable quick fiuding an optimal solution. Experience has shown that setting 
up criteria is not a difficult problem and it takes only a few modification steps. 

For future research there are two perspectíve approaches. Firstly, to 'fuzzify' the trafiic 
simulation system, which would be able in certain measure to absorb some unexpected 
events and the system could become more robust. Secondly, to propose adaptive 
mechanisms for a self-tuning FCM like described for instance in [ll, 6]. 
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